
Dear Residents 

Thank you for your attendance at the Open Day meeting on Wednesday, 25 June. It is encouraging 

to experience the keen interest amongst homeowners in the new developments. 

Logistically, it was impossible to convey all the information to everyone who attended. But the 

informal format facilitated productive interaction and gave us a good indication of the most 

important concerns. This article therefore serves as a follow-up communication to address those 

concerns. It is also an invitation for you to address specific questions or concerns per email to 

hoa@valdevie.co.za. 

What impact will the new developments have on the amount of traffic on our roads? 

We employ highly experienced and skilled professionals on the development team. One such expert 

discipline involved is the traffic engineer who calculates the traffic loads in detail on external and 

internal roads. The outcome of their studies has a direct influence on the layout of the new road 

network, amount of entrances, amount of lanes at the gatehouses, required circles etc.  

Generally, traffic flows should fall below what is, in traffic engineering terms, referred to as the 

Environmental Capacity Level. Environmental Capacity Levels does not refer to the physical capacity 

of the road, but rather a subjective capacity taking environmental factors into account. To protect 

the rural and tranquil character of Val de Vie, we have set the threshold Environmental Capacity 

Level for Val de Vie far below the generally accepted national norm.  

Once the new phases are incorporated, the expected peak traffic will be a mere 30% of the national 

Environmental Capacity Level. The current Val de Vie road design more than caters in width in 

comparison to other estates. We will continue with this design philosophy. It is not any estate which 

can boast 36m wide road reserves.  

One should not underestimate the traffic which is currently generated by contractors. Our 

gatehouse statistics show that more than half our traffic is caused by contractors. Therefore our 

traffic should decrease from current levels as homes are completed.  

Along the main boulevard and along the road leading to public facilities, the traffic will increase from 

the level it would have been if Val de Vie never expanded. But the overall amount of traffic will not 

reach a level which will harm the rural tranquil character of Val de Vie. 

By establishing road links between the current Val de Vie and the new phases, the current Val de Vie 

traffic will be dispersed over a wider road network and through 3 additional gatehouses. 

Internally, our “internal boom system” will stay in place to control public traffic and ensure the 

privacy of owners. 

Will the new developments have a negative effect on our recreational facilities? 

The new development will have a complete additional sports and leisure centre with amongst 

others, gym facilities, outdoor swimming pool, tennis courts and equestrian facilities. We keep 

careful record of the amount of people utilising the current gym and the times they make use of it. 

When required, congestion will be alleviated with the installation of additional equipment. It’s 
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interesting to note that only 10% of home owners use the gym, and even a smaller percentage use 

the swimming pool.   

Will the incorporation of further phases dilute the open rural feeling? 

Val de Vie will increase in size, but not in density. “Density” is an urban design term where the living 

units are expressed as an absolute amount per hectare. Val de Vie’s density will remain under four 

units per hectare, which is very low and we will retain the open rural look and feel. 

Will the incorporation of further phases compromise security? 

The most essential aspects of our security measures are the safeguarding of the perimeter and 

access control through the gates. We have to date been very successful in not only keeping criminals 

out, but also in installing measures which are customer friendly and scalable. Our security back-bone 

including the monitoring control room, visitor enrolment system, biometric system and supporting 

software were designed and implemented particularly with scalability in mind. 

We will under no circumstances move our perimeter to incorporate further development before we 

are absolutely certain that the new developments are secured. 

How will new phases influence my property’s market value? Will the market be flooded with 

stock? 

New development phases will only be launched if the market demand is strong enough to absorb 

such a phase. And very importantly, the new phases provides for diverse, non-competing products of 

specific individual character and price range - all different to each other and the current Val de Vie 

residential products. This will prevent the market from being flooded with stock.  

One must also keep in mind that all the land currently earmarked for development and 

incorporation into Val de Vie, falls within the urban edge and is per definition destined for 

development. It is just a question of when and by whom.  

One therefore cannot prevent development from taking place. It is an advantage that the Val de Vie 

development company, who has the track record, experience and is known for its current superior 

product should be best suited to do the development. 

What advantages does the incorporation of additional phases have for Val de Vie? 

1. More levy payers will contribute to the levy income. 
2. Economies of scale will be achieved on our largest expense items namely, landscaping, security 

and management fees. 
3. The combination of items 1 and 2 will result in lower levies for all home owners. 
4. Walkways and jogging routes will be extended in distance. 
5. Additional products i.e. retirement units, gentlemen’s estates, studio apartments and the like 

will diversify the Val de Vie product offering and attract a wider range of buyers. 
6. More communal facilities will be available i.e. additional equestrian facilities, tennis, gym space; 

children’s play parks, dog parks, outdoor swimming pool etc.      
 



Val de Vie has achieved international fame for being an excellently designed and well-managed 

estate. Visitors marvel at the natural beauty, feeling of space, security and tranquillity, the 

hospitality, and the efficiency of our staff and visitor enrolment procedures.  The estate achieved 

numerous awards, write-ups and testimonials. In acclaim we do not lack much and our home owners 

enjoy the resulting  good property values. Increased diversity in residential products would open up 

additional markets and attract the attention of wider communities. 

What are the Val de Vie Development Company’s rights to incorporate further phases? 

The current development company has, since the inception of the current Val de Vie, envisaged that 

additional phases would be incorporated. Some of these phases were known at the time and 

included in the original site development plan en specifically mentioned in the Val de Vie 

Constitution and original agreement of sale (e.g. Polo Village/ Hotel/ School). Others were alluded to 

in paragraph 44 of the constitution. 

On which forum can I voice my opinion? 

A sub-committee was appointed by the member trustees to debate the concerns regarding the 

incorporation of new phases. This committee consists of three member trustees, namely Riaan 

Terblanche, Leon Cronje and Anton Gildenhuys, as well as seven homeowners, independent from 

the Development Company, namely Pieter van der Merwe, Clifford van de Venter, Chris Meintjes 

and Marius Mostert. Their deliberations have already commenced and will continue during the 

following months. These deliberations will precede the general meeting that will be called at an 

opportune time. 

 

Regards 

Morne Bosch 

   

 

 

  


